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Introduction 

IN 1961, Volume I of  a work of  naval history and indeed inter national
affairs appeared that was to change the way that the Royal Navy’s
experience in the run-up to the First World War was viewed by the
reading public. In its depth of  research, thoroughness of  analysis and
clarity of  exposition, that volume set a new standard in naval history
and attracted widespread attention in and out of  the Royal Navy. It
became a matter of  curiosity, even amazement, that the author was an
American based in far-off  Honolulu. But truth to tell, that author,
Arthur Jacob Marder, was already a well-known force among those
writing modern history. Not only had he written the stellar The Anatomy
of  British Sea Power: a History of  British Naval Policy in the Pre-Dreadnought
Era – all about the years 1880–1905 and published precisely at Britain’s
most perilous moment, 1940 – he had also edited the private, even
secret, journal of  the admiral and historian Sir Herbert Richmond,
one of  the brightest, if  iconoclastic, scholars and naval thinkers of  his
time. To this growing corpus of  solid work Marder had contributed a
three-volume compendium Fear God and Dread Nought, a combined
biography and edition of  letters of  ‘Jacky’ Fisher (as well as various
smaller studies in Japanese naval history and biographical accounts
of  Winston Churchill as First Lord of  the Admiralty, 1911–15, and
Fisher). Marder had advanced through time from one appreciably
difficult subject to another, always keeping the Royal Navy squarely in
his sights. Thus when the initial volume of  From the Dreadnought to Scapa
Flow appeared it was the continuation of  a long arc that began in a
much earlier time and place, indeed to his undergraduate student days
at Harvard. 

Even until his death from cancer on Christmas Day 1980, and indeed
down to our own times, it is still interesting to think that an American
should have been the champion of  the Royal Navy’s history in some of
its darkest hours. It was his immense skills as a researcher and brilliance
as a writer – the essential combined capacities of  an historian – that
made for such compelling contributions to historical literature. He was
gifted with inquisitiveness to a degree that was matched by his tenacity
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in uncovering secrets and tracking down motivations. And given the
essential requirements of  the reading public of  that age – that good
history have broad appeal – Marder’s talents were given free rein. To
this day his magnum opus is read with wide appreciation and much
benefit, for it was the first time that a comprehensive account was given
of  the trials and tribulations of  Great Britain fighting for its life at the
centre of  a maritime war waged on near and distant seas, the outcome
of  which was by no means certain for the statesmen and sailors who
were holding the trident of  Neptune.

Not only did readers then as now wonder why it was that some of
the greatest writers of  English naval affairs were American, it was still
a matter of  puzzle (though quite a matter of  chance) that their
surnames all ended in ‘M’ – Alfred Thayer Mahan, who had in his
Influence of  Sea Power upon History books and his biography of  Lord
Nelson explained to the world the role of  British mastery of  the seas,
Garrett Mattingly, who had written that undeniable favourite The
Armada, which is still in print, and now Marder, doyen of  the mid-
twentieth century’s naval historians, the most thorough researcher and
the most vital of  writers. Modesty was a personal characteristic that
Marder exhibited. He was fond of  pointing out that chance often
knocked at his door, directing his affairs in ways that he was to find
unexpected though, in the end, congenial. 

He was born in Boston on 8 March 1910, the oldest of  five children
born to Russian Jewish immigrants Maxwell and Ida Marder. Hard
work and dedication, plus undoubted intellectual capacities, drove him
to top place in his high school, Boston English, and then admission to
Harvard, perhaps despite the quota system that limited Jewish entry.
He had the benefit of  an outstanding undergraduate education,
including sitting at the feet of  William Langer, the highly regarded
professor of  international affairs and imperialism. Marder loved to tell
the story of  how, when running down the broad stairs of  the Widener
Library of  Harvard to keep a lunch date, he ran headlong into the
august Langer, who gathered his professorial composure to ask the
youngster what his graduating thesis was to be. Marder blurted out in
reply something about German generals in the late war. Langer
dissuaded him. He pointed out that Lord Haldane’s failed mission to
Berlin at a critical time in Anglo-German naval rivalry was a subject in
which documents had recently become available in print. Marder took
up Langer’s recom mendation, and he never left naval subjects thereafter
– right down to his last book, published posthumously in two volumes,
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Old Friends, New Enemies, all about the Royal Navy and the Imperial
Japanese Navy. A second event that had chance as a feature was finally
getting to see in the late 1930s hitherto unavailable Admiralty papers,
held in the Admiralty Archives, a story I have told at length in Historical
Dreadnoughts: Arthur Marder, Stephen Roskill and Battles for Naval History
(Seaforth, 2010). Marder’s persistence, coupled with an agreeable
change of  circumstances, allowed him to get access to Admiralty papers
and to use them in his work, provided they were not cited directly,
thereby protecting confidentiality and the names of  living persons and
their families. Reputations and privacy had to be protected, and the
Official Secrets Act was not the only requirement that those in authority
exercised. The third beneficial chance came when a senior admiral
intervened, having heard that Marder had been given access to
privileged documents that he needed to complete his work for From the
Dreadnought to Scapa Flow: he knew the man in Whitehall to speak to and
this he did, to Marder’s undying gratitude. Getting access to the docu -
ments was the first challenge; using them in his texts was the second.
Readers of  this book must remember that Marder always lived under
the watch of  censors including those at the Admiralty, the War Office,
and sometimes the Air Ministry plus the Cabinet, and that from the
beginning to the end of  his work on the Royal Navy his work had to be
passed through official hands for the necessary clearance. Publishers
required this, too, and they often guided Marder through the difficult
minefields, giving reassurance and calling for patience and restraint.

In 1944, after many unsuccessful attempts to obtain permanent
employ ment as a working historian and as a university teacher (always
his lifetime ambition from about the age of  13), Marder was appointed
Associate Professor at the University of  Hawaii. He had previously
worked in Colonel William Donovan’s office of  Coordinator of
Information (later part of  Central Intelligence Agency) in Washington,
DC, taken an intensive course in Japanese, and become an instructor
in university-level preparation for Army officer trainees. Attempts to
join the United States Navy, the Royal Navy and the Royal Canadian
Navy so that he could do his part in what he regarded as ‘Marder’s
war’ failed him. He had earlier watched Hitler’s rapid rise to power
from afar, and then he saw Italy and Japan join in the war against
Great Britain that, with the British Empire, stood alone until Pearl
Harbor. A sound basis in French, German and Russian history,
particularly diplomatic aspects, gave him a broad knowledge. His
reading in East Asian as well as Mediterranean history was extensive.
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In the testing circumstances of  those times, the old order was
collapsing quickly around Marder. Privately he must have fought the
isolationist tendencies that existed in American public opinion.

The study of  British history and the years spent in Britain on
research infused an anglophilia in Marder, one that he did not shy
away from though he was as critical as was possible in treating the
foibles and shortcomings of  his historical subjects. He was fond of
British admirals. He found in admirals’ wives sources of  support and
ways of  net working that he had not previously imagined. Some of
them wore more gold braid than their husbands; they often made
contacts and documents available to Marder that speeded his
inquiries. He found the companionship of  admirals entirely agreeable,
and he liked to say that it was a good thing that Langer had dissuaded
him from studying German generals, whom Marder thought a most
uncongenial bunch and who were, in any event, not very good at
making war. Marder necessarily built up a vast network of  corre -
spondents, many of  them officers in the Royal Navy. He would draw
up a list of  questions, some general, some specific, and his corre -
spondent would reply. Some very full replies are to be found in his
papers at the University of  California, Irvine. Added to those files are
letters sent in appreciation or comment about his books. At the same
time he was active in the historical profession in the United States,
more particularly the American Historical Association, and this, too,
gave him a broad scholarly network in his own country. British naval
history was not a common subject to study in American academe.
Naval history was not a normal course in History at American
universities. Hence Marder was regarded as a specialist in his chosen
field. He never taught naval history as such. His burning passion was
to teach undergraduates about historical method – selection of
documents, the study of  historiography, the roles of  chance and fate,
the role of  psychoanalysis and personality study, the interplay of
character and circumstance, counteracting bias, and the illusions of
scientific history. Narrative history was to Marder the essential thing,
and to be able to tell a good story that was based on as full a basis of
historical detail as possible was his aim. 

*   *   *

Those who read his From the Dreadnought to Scapa Flow today and in the
future will be amazed at the long arc of  narrative that takes the story
from 1904 to 1919. Marder had enough sense of  European literature
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to realise that he was writing dispassionately about triumph and
tragedy, and in the end, when he brought his narrative to a close with
the internment of  the German High Seas Fleet, the battle that the
diplomats were waging in Paris regarding the surrendered enemy
naval assets, the scuttling of  the German ships at Scapa Flow, and,
with a view to the future, the disputation exhibited by British and
American statesmen and admirals about who would dominate the
naval affairs of  the future, we sense that he was pointing the way to a
new and even darker world. 

That world was, of  course, the one he inhabited. But there is yet
one other feature of  Marder’s work that needs mention here by way
of  preface or introduction: Marder got behind the scenes in British
naval thinking for the first time. This, to him, was the war behind the
war. He was interested in personal motivation. He was interested in
policy formation, essential to the ascribing of  success or, conversely,
failure. The interplay of  the First Lord of  the Admiralty, the political
head of  the Service with a seat in Cabinet, and the First Sea Lord,
the professional head of  the Service and in effect the chief  naval
officer, fascinated him. His study of  Fisher had sharpened his interest,
and beginning with the first and continuing right through the five
volumes we see this interaction at work. We sense the shifts of
positions as circumstances change. We see that some personalities
cannot work with their opposites. We follow the demands by press
and Parliament for changes of  command. Throughout we see how
Marder had mastered the personnel files, how he made firm
judgements of  his subjects, and how he never shied away from
playing the role of  an all-seeing judge, one with temperate positions,
one who makes sober judgements. That having been said, a charge
might be made against Marder for being soft on Jacky Fisher. Marder
subtitled the book The Royal Navy in the Fisher Era, that era beginning
in 1904, when Fisher came to the Admiralty for the first time as First
Sea Lord, and ending in Fisher’s fading days. Marder’s attraction to
Fisher was fuelled by his own reforming zeal and his impatience with
old ways. Marder did not shy away from discussing Fisher’s faults
(which were many), nor did he ignore the quarrels in the Service that
arose from these, but he was prepared to see in Fisher the man who
prepared the Navy for its great struggle, a struggle carried through
against all perils and astounding difficulties ashore and afloat to
victory. The command of  the sea had never been lost. Great Britain
and the British Empire remained intact.
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At the beginning of  his first of  five volumes Marder introduces the
opening scene of  this long saga with Fisher’s arrival at the Admiralty.
The era was already fraught with concerns about Germany’s
increasing naval power. The Fisher revolution begins, aided and even
nurtured by First Lord of  the Admiralty Earl Selborne’s naval reforms,
many of  which are impossible to implement because of  the class-
consciousness of  the Senior Service at that time. Engineers and Lower
Deck presented intractable problems that Fisher could not solve.
Fisher’s reforms also require the scrapping of  smaller and slower
warships on distant stations, the reorganisation of  fleet units, and the
redistribution of  the fleet, meaning essentially the gathering of  units
for a potential action in the North Sea. Onto this scene comes the
revolutionary all-big-gun, fast and heavily armoured battleship
Dreadnought, itself  enough to stir up all sorts of  difficulties even without
Fisher’s fight with Admiral Charles Beresford, which Fisher does not
win to his satisfaction, the Prime Minister, Asquith, already having
seen in the First Sea Lord a difficult and divisive force. Thus having
given a summary of  the British naval scene in the first decade of  the
century, Marder turned to the Germans and their naval challenge.
We follow with interest the role of  Tirpitz, we see the calculations
about British naval supremacy on paper, and we examine first
German naval attempts to get a place in the sun in Morocco. Fisher
retires in 1910 and is made a peer, and the Admiralty settles in under
less firm hands. 

Already the battle lines have been drawn, for Marder has portrayed
the darkening horizon as British statesmen fail to placate the
Germans by negotiations and missions. He explains Parliamentary
response to public agitation by the voting for more dreadnoughts so
as to insure British naval supremacy. Fisher’s sternly defended Two
Power Standard has now long since vanished. Winston Churchill
arrives as First Lord of  the Admiralty in 1911, soon to become the
champion of  the superdreadnoughts, and so carries through the 1913
naval estimates with thoroughness and decision. This adroit piece of
state craft made him the doyen of  the Navy in later years for it gave
the Navy some of  its biggest ships, many of  which saw service in the
subsequent war. Right to the end of  this first volume we are treated
to an explanation and examination of  such vital topics (each of  which
alone could deserve an historical monograph) as: the problems of  the
Medi terranean (France, Italy and Turkey), the Committee of
Imperial Defence’s work and gallant attempts at inter-service
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cooperation and planning, the prevailing strategies and tactics of  the
era, defensive and offensive strategies in fleet actions, commerce
warfare, and combined operations. The develop ment of  tactical
thought exposes the weakness in British thinking as the war looms
ever closer. And finally, the grand examination of  British and
German fleets, men and material, on the eve of  the First World War
– the paucity of  top-notch admirals, the over-reliance on great guns
at sea, naval deficiencies in bases in the North Sea, and the role of
naval rivalry in the coming of  the Anglo-German war. All of  these
and much more Marder had considered as well as explained. The
appendix lists British and German dread noughts and battlecruisers
as of  August 1914. For the first time a portrait had been given of  the
Royal Navy, its men and materiel, its preoccupations and expectations
and its challenges and responses in the lead up to the eve of  the First
World War. The high praise rightly granted it by press and readers of
the era was coupled with the hope that the next volume, expected to
be the second and last of  the work, would soon appear.

Before closing, the story of  the trials and tragedies of  this volume
and its successors needs to be told, if  by way of  reminder of  how
dreadful accidents can beset a working writer. Marder had intended
a longer volume than the one that is reprinted here (note the preface
is dated June 1960). On 12 May, at the University of  Hawaii, Marder
had finished his term’s teaching. He had marked the final
examinations and placed them in two boxes in his university office so
that janitors, according to instructions he gave the senior janitor (who
subsequently was off  work the next week), could clear them away and
incinerate them. Through one foul-up or another, the duty janitor
disposed of  two boxes of  Marder’s research notes, his raw materials
for the June 1915 to June 1919 chapters. It was a tragedy in the literary
line such as Thomas Carlyle had faced with the manuscript of  his
French Revolution or T E Lawrence with his text about Arabia.

Heartbroken, Marder thought about abandoning the rest of  the
project. He rewrote his preface into the one that is included in this
reprint. His publisher, Oxford University Press, agreed to make the
work into more than one volume, imagining that two would suffice to
bring the story to the close of  the war. From Marder’s point of  view,
in the end, and for subsequent topics of  the longer work, he was
obliged to redo much of  his research. He faced difficulties in getting
satisfactory damages from his university and a court action ensued.
The university admitted that it had a vested interest in Marder’s
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research project, and release time was granted so that distant travel
could be undertaken by him, and copying expenses allowed for and
covered. Difficulties ensued, however. Painstaking work in British
periodicals and newspapers could not be replicated as thoroughly as
he hoped. Some of  the manuscript materials could not be retraced.
His naval friends in England, notably Vice Admiral Sir Peter Gretton,
himself  an historian of  note, gave appreciative and indeed heroic
support, believing as they did that Marder was the only working
scholar who could write a balanced and unbiased history of  the Royal
Navy in the First World War, the matter of  Jutland being that of
greatest lack of  clarity and explanation. Captain John Creswell, a
noted authority on tactics and sea warfare, came forward to offer all
sorts of  advice that a sailor might know and a land-based author
would not. Captain Stephen Roskill, author of  the Cabinet Office
official history The War at Sea, gave Marder much help, though he was
hard-pressed to get his own books completed and cleared for release.
But more urgently, for its part, the Admiralty made sure that they
eased Marder’s research work on his early return to London (and
assisting in microfilming and copying). Speed was of  the essence, for
playing catch-up was now of  vital concern if  Marder and his publisher
were to keep to their intended fast pace. This behind the scenes story
of  this first volume of  From the Dreadnought to Scapa Flow is one for the
ages, and with generous spirit in the preface to the second volume he
paid tribute to the three janitors of  the University of  Hawaii who had
inadvertently proved a boon to the project. That was the measure of
the man. Happy warrior that he was in the history line he had moved
from one field of  battle to another. 

When the first volume of  From the Dreadnought to Scapa Flow appeared
to such acclaim and satisfaction, its successor was eagerly awaited.
That not one but four additional volumes were to appear before the
whole reached completion is a story for other times and other places
in this reprint series. Marder undoubtedly was wildly optimistic in
thinking that the whole epic, warts and all, could be completed in a
comprehensive compass of  a volume or two. The story is also told in
Historical Dreadnoughts. His indulgent publisher, realising that their prize
historian was writing great history, gave him all the freedom of
movement and the space he needed. What other historian had this
privilege? History nowadays is not written on such a noble scale, and
more’s the pity, for the remarkably thorough coverage of  such a vast
subject is Marder’s gift to the annals of  civilisation. No historian of  our
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own times would attempt such a thing, for tastes and requirements
have changed and contemporary naval historians have moved on to
other topics and concerns (and rightly so). Marder is not imperishable,
but he left to the corpus of  historical literature a work for the ages,
now happily reprinted for the very first time.

BARRY GOUGH, 
Victoria, BC, Canada
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